
  
 

 
 
 
 

The American family with a child born today can expect to spend about $233,610 to raise that child to the age 

of 18. And if you’ve already traded that supercharged convertible dream for a minivan, you can expect your 

little one’s college education to cost as much as $198,000.1,2 

 

But before you throw your hands up in the air and send junior out looking for a job, you might consider a few 

strategies to help you prepare for the cost of higher education. 
 

First, take advantage of time. The time value of money is the concept that the money in your pocket today is 

worth more than that same amount will be worth tomorrow because it has more earning potential. If you put 

$100 a month toward your child’s college education, after 17 years’ time, you would have saved $20,400. But 

that same $100 a month would be worth over $32,000 if it had generated a hypothetical 5% annual rate of 

return. (The rate of return on investments will vary over time, particularly for longer-term investments. 

Investments that offer the potential for higher returns also carry a higher degree of risk. Actual results will 

fluctuate. Past performance does not guarantee future results) The bottom line is, the earlier you start, the more 

time you give your money to grow. 
 

Second, don’t panic. Every parent knows the feeling – one minute you’re holding a little miracle in your arms, 

the next you’re trying to figure out how to pay for braces, piano lessons, and summer camp. You may feel like 

saving for college is a pipe dream. But remember, many people get some sort of help in the form of financial 

aid and scholarships. Although it’s difficult to forecast how much help you may get in aid and scholarships, 

they can provide a valuable supplement to what you have already saved. 
 

Finally, weigh your options. There are a number of federal and state-sponsored, tax-advantaged college savings 

programs available. Some offer prepaid tuition plans and others offer tax-deferred savings. (The tax 

implications of education savings programs can vary significantly from state to state, and some plans may 

provide advantages and benefits exclusively for their residents. Please consult legal or tax professionals for 

specific information regarding your individual situation. Withdrawals from tax-advantaged education savings 

programs that are not used for education are subject to ordinary income taxes and may be subject to penalties.) 

Many such plans are state sponsored, so the details will vary from one state to the next. A number of private 

colleges and universities now also offer prepaid tuition plans for their institutions. It pays to do your homework 

to find the vehicle that may work best for you. 
 

As a parent, you teach your children to dream big and believe in their ability to overcome any obstacle. By 

investing wisely, you can help tackle the financial obstacles of higher education for them – and smooth the way 

for them to pursue their dreams. 
 

If you have a child or grandchild that is a rising high school student, learn how you can save ON not just for the 

cost of a college education. www.cavucollegeplanning.com 

 
 

 
“The best way to predict your future is to create it.” 

― Abraham Lincoln 
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Share the Wealth of Knowledge! 

Please share this educational update with family, friends, or colleagues. 

If you would like us to add them to our list, 

simply reply to this email and let us know. We love being introduced! 

 
If you would like to opt-out of future emails, please reply to this email with UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line. 

 
 
 
Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Stratos Wealth Partners, Ltd., a registered 
investment advisor. Stratos Wealth Partners, LTD and CAVU Financial LLC are separate entities from LPL Financial. 

 

These are the views of Platinum Advisor Strategies, LLC, and not necessarily those of the named representative, Broker dealer or Investment 
Advisor, and should not be construed as investment advice. Neither the named representative nor the named Broker dealer or Investment 
Advisor gives tax or legal advice. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its 
completeness or accuracy. Please consult your financial advisor for further information. 
 
By clicking on these links, you will leave our server, as the links are located on another server. We have not independently verified the 
information available through this link. The link is provided to you as a matter of interest. Please click on the links below to leave and proceed to 
the selected site.  

 

1 https://www.thestreet.com/personal-finance/cost-to-raise-child-14814957 
 
2 https://www.savingforcollege.com/article/how-much-to-save-for-college 
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